
 

 

ደምዳሚ መግለጺ: 3ይን ሓድነታውን ጉባኤ ሰዲህኤ 

ሳልሳይን ሓድነታውን ጉባኤና፡ “ንዲሞክራስያዊ ቅዋማዊ ምሕደራ፡ ንሰላም ንፍትሒ 
ንብልጽግናን ምዕባለን ንቃለስ”  ኣብ ትሕቲ ዝብል መሪሕ ጭርሖ፡ ካብ 29 ሓምለ ክሳብ 
1 ነሓሰ 2019 ኣብ ሃገረ ጀርመን ከተማ ቪዝባደን ተኻይዱ።  እዚ ጕባኤ’ዚ 
ብዲሞክራስያዊ ኣገባብ፡ ኣብ ምሉእ ዓለም ካብ ዘለዋ ጨናፍርን ጉጅለታትን ሰልፍታትና 
ዝተወከሉ ኣባላት ተሳቲፎሞ። እቶም ብወድዓዊ ምኽንያታት ኣብ’ዚ ጕባኤ’ዚ ክሳተፉ 
ዘይከኣሉ ጨናፍርን ጕጅለታትን ከኣ፡ ኣቐዲሞም ኣብ ዘዝርከብሉ ቦታታት ንመምርሕን 
ቅጥዕን ጕባኤ ኣማሊኦም ተሳትፎኦም ኣረጋገጹ።  

ጕባኤ፡ ብውሽጣዊ ኮነ ብግዳማዊ መለክዓታት ክምዘን እንከሉ ኣብ ፍሉይ ኩነታት እዩ 
ተኻይዱ። ብውሽጣዊ መዳይ፡ ኣብ መንጎ ሃገራዊ ድሕነት ኤርትራ-ሕድርን (ሃድኤ-ሕድሪ) 
ሰልፊ ዲሞክራሲ ህዝቢ ኤርትራ (ሰዲህኤ)፡ ዝተኻየደ መስርሕ ሓድነት ኣብ ውጽኢት በጺሑ 
ዝተጸንበለሉ ምዃኑ ፍሉይን ኣብነታዊን ጉባኤ ይገብሮ። ብግዳማዊ መዳይ ከኣ፡ ኣብ’ዚ 
ዝሓለፈ ሓደ ዓመት፡ ኣብ ኢትዮጵያ ብዝተኸስተ ለውጥን ዝሰዓበ ምዕባለታትን ዝተጸልወ 
ኩነታት፡ ንህግዲፍ ካብቲ ተሓቢእሉ ዝነበረ በዓቲ ኣይሰላም ኣይውግእ ኣውጺኡ፡ ባዕሉ 
ንገዛእ ርእሱ ከምዝቃላዕ ዝገበረ መድረኽ’ዩ ነይሩ። 

እዚ ብወገኑ ኣብ ደንበ ተቓውሞ ብሓደ ሸነኽ ሓያል ምብርባር ብምፍጣር ናይ ብዙሓት 
ቀልቢ ዝሰሓበ   ክኸውን እንከሎ፤ ብኻልእ ሸነኽ ከኣ፡ ኣብ መንጐ ኤርትራ  ኢትዮጵያን 
ዝተፈጸመ ዘይንጹር  ውዕል፡ ብዙሕ ሻቕሎትን ጥርጣረታትን ዝተፈጥረሉ መድረኽ ነበረ። 
ኣብ ርእስ’ዚ ከኣ፡ ሓድሽ ከባብያዊ ናይ ሓይልታት ኣሰላልፋ ኣብ ዝተጋህደሉን ወቕቲ ኢዩ 
3ይን ሓድነታውን ጕባኤ ተኻይዱ።   

ጕባኤ፡ ኣብ ምጅማር ዕዮታቱ ካብ ኣሰናዳኢት ሽማግለ ዝቐረበ ንመስርሕ ምድላዉ 
ዝምልከት ዝርዝር ጸብጻብ ሰሚዑን ውግዓውነቱንን ሕጋውነቱን ኣረጋግጊጹን። ብድሕር’ዚ፡ 



ኣቦ መንበራት ክልቲኡ ውድባት ንተመኵሮ ውድባቶምን ንመስርሕ ሓድነት ክልቲኡ 
ውድባትን ዝምልከት ጽሙቕ ዝበለ ጸብጻብ ኣቕሪቦም። 

ጕባኤ፡ ነዚ ጸብጻባት’ዚ ድሕሪ ምስማዕ፡ ኣብ ዝተፈላለዩ ዓበይትን ስትራተጂካውን ጕዳያት 
ሚዛኑ ኣንቢሩ። ኣብ’ዚ ንርከበሉ ዘለና ግዜ ምእንቲ ርሁው መጻእን ዲሞክራስያዊ ምሕደራን 
ነካይዶ ዘለና ቃልስታት፡ ብመንጽር ቦታዊ፡ ዞባውን ዓለም-ለኻውን ሕልኽልኻት፡  ኣብ ከቢድ 
ወጥርን ብድሆታትን ኣትዩ ከምዘሎ መዚኑ። ብዛዕባ’ቲ ምልካዊ ስርዓት ኢሳያስ ዕድመ 
ስልጣኑ ንምንዋሕ ዝፈጠሮ ንመጻኢ ወለዶ ኣሉታዊ ስንብራት ዝገድፍ ዘይትካላዊ 
ኣሰራርሓን ዘይቅዱስ ዝምድናታትን ተመልኪቱ። ካብ’ዚ ተበጊሱ፡ ስርዓት ኢሳያስ ዝወሰዶ 
ስጉምትታት ንናይ ሃገርና ረብሓ ኣብ ግምት ዘየእተወ፡ ህዝባዊ ኣፍልጦን ግሉጽነት 
ዘይብሉን፡ ንልዑላነት ሃገር ዘራኽስ ተግባራት ምዃኑ መዚኑ። 

3ይን ሓድነታውን ጉባኤ፡ ነቲ ብ25 ሓምለ 2019 ኣብ ማእከላይ ባሕሪ ዘጋጠመ ብዙሓትን 
ህጻናትን ደቂ ኣንስትዮን ዝርከብሎም ኤርትራውያን ድማ ዝሃለቕሉ ናይ መርከብ ሓደጋ 
ዘኪሩ ናይ ሕልና ጸሎት ገይሩን ንዅሎም ስድራቤታት ግዳያት’ቲ ሓደጋ  ናይ ምጽንናዕ 
መልእኽቱ  ኣመሓላሊፉን። 

ክልቲኡ ውድባትና ቅድሚ ጕባኤ ንክኸዶ ዝጸንሐ ጕዕዞ በብሸነኹ  ዛዚሙ ናብ ሓድነታውን 
ጕባኤ ንምእታው፡ “ኣቐዲምካ ሰሪሕካ ዝውገን ወጊንካ ናብ ሓባራዊ ጉባኤ” ኣብ ትሕቲ 
ዝብል ተረድኦ ክሰርሕ ስለዝጸንሐ ንብደሆታት ኮነ ንዕድላት ከከም ኣመጻጽኣኡ ኣብ 
ምምሕዳሩ ኣይተጸገመን። 

ጉባኤ ኣብ መጻኢ 4ተ ዓመታት ዝሰርሖ ስረሓት ዘመልክት፡ ፖለቲካዊ መደብ ዕዮን 
ዝምረሓሉ ቅዋምን ኣጽዲቑ።  ከምኡ’ውን፡ ነዞም ስዒቦም ኣብ ታሕቲ ሰፊሮም ዝርከቦ 
ጕዳያት፡-  

“1. ህልዊ ኩነታትን ሉዓላውነትን  ኤርትራ፡  

2፡ ኣድላይነት ብሓባር ምስራሕ ደንበ ተቓውሞ  

3. ብዛዕባ ህዝባዊ ምልዕዓል  “ይኣክል”  

4፡  ኢድ ኣእታውነት ዝተፈላለዩ ሓይልታት ኣብ ሃገርና  

5: ኤርትራውያን ስደተኛታት  

6፡ ሓይልታት ምክልኻል ኤርትራ  

7፡ ሃንደበታዊ ዝምድና ኤርትራን ኢትዮጵያን  

8፡ ዝምድና ኤርትራን ሱዳንን  

9፡ ኣብ ኢትዮጵያ ዘሎ ፖለቲካዊ ማዕበል  

10. ሰብኣዊ መሰላትን ካልኦት ማሕበራዊ ጉዳያትን” ዝምልከት ፖለቲካዊ ውሳነታት ወሲዱ። 



ጉባኤ፡ ነዚ ኣብ ግብሪ ንምውዓል፡ ኣባላት ሰዲህኤን ኵሎም ደለይቲ ፍትሕን ሓቢሮም 
ክጸምድሉ  መጸዋዕታኡ ኣቕሪቡ። ከምኡ’ውን፡ መሓዙት ውድባት፡ ሰልፍታትን ማሕበራትን 
ካብቲ ከሳቕየና ዝጸንሐ ድኽመታት ወጺእና፡ ኣብ ክንዲ ምንጽጻግ ንሓድሕድ ክንማላላእ 
ጕባኤ ጸዊዑ።   

መላእ ህዝቢ ኤርትራ፡ ፖለቲካዊ ሓይልታትካ ልሳንካ ኴንና ክንዛረብ፡ መሓውርካ ኴንና 
ክንምርሽ ዝግበኣና፡ ክሳብ ሕጂ ብዝተፈላለየ ወድዓውን ባዕላውን ምኽንያታት ከምቲ 
ዝተጸበኻና ክንከውን ዘይምኽኣልና ይርዳኣና እዩ። ካብ’ዚ ብምብጋስ ማዕረ ትጽቢታትካ 
ዘይምብቃዕና ይቕሬታ እናሓተትና በዝን ብኸምኡ ዝኣመሰሉ ኣብ መጻኢ ከነረጋግጾም 
መዲብና ዘሎና ሓድነታዊ ስምምዓት ክንድብሰካ ተበጊስና ኣሎና።   

ኣብ መወዳእታ ድማ ጉባኤ ነቲ 9 ዝኣባላታ ሓጻዪት ሽማግለ መዚዙ ክሰርሓሉ ዝጸንሐ 
ዝርዝር ሕጹያት፡ ኣብቲ ጉባአ ብዝተመዘዘት ኣምራጺት ሽማግለ ዝቐረበሉ ዝርዝር መርሚሩ 
ብዲሞክራስያዊ ኣገባብ 35 ቀወምትን 5 ተጠባበቕትን ኣባላት ዘለዉዋ፡ ብዝከኣል መጠን 
ንኤርትራዊ ብዙሕነት እተንጸባርቕ መሪሕነት መሪጹ፡ ናብ  ዓመታዊ ጽንብል ፈስቲቫል  
ኤርትራ  ፍራንክፈርት ተሰጋጊሩ ከምዘሎ በዚ መግለጺ’ዚ ኣቢልና ንህዝብና ከነበስር ንፈቱ።  

“ንዲሞክራስያዊ ቅዋማዊ ምሕደራ፡ ንሰላም ንፍትሒ ንብልጽግናን ምዕባለን ንቃለስ”  

ክብርን ሞጎስን ንሰማእታት ኤርትራ 

1 ነሓሰ 2019 

3ይ ጉባአ ሰዲህኤ 



 
 

Final Statement of 3rd &  
Unity Congress of EPDP  

 
Convened under the slogan: “We Struggle for Constitutional Governance, Peace, 
Justice and Prosperity,” the 3rd and Unity Congress of the Eritrean People’s Democratic 
Party (EPDP) and the Eritrean National Salvation/Hidri was held between 29 and 1 
August 2019 in Wiesbaden, Germany. It was attended by democratically mandated 
delegates representing total memberships of the sister organizations residing in 
different parts of the world. Those delegates who could not make it to Germany were 
given in advance the opportunity of contributing to the outcomes of the congress. 
 
The congress was convening at a time when the converging organizations had 
experienced exceptional internal and external situations. The event came at the 
culmination of a year-long dialogue between the sister organizations, thus making it a 
historic undertaking. Externally, the preceding one-year period was influenced by 
dramatic changes in the Ethio-Eritrean relations ending the no-war-no-peace stance 
and further exposing the ugly face of the Eritrean regime. These developments, which 
also caused wider relationships of regional forces, added heat to the momentum of the 
struggle for change thus making the congress another special Eritrean event.  
 
The congress scrutinized at the outset the process undertaken in drafting documents 
submitted by the preparatory committee, and heard detailed explanations by  both the 
outgoing chairmen about the long background of the sister organizations. On the basis 
of these presentations, the congress focused on strategic issues that required top 
priority and reached necessary conclusions.  
 
At this crucial juncture of the Eritrean struggle for a brighter future in democratic 
governance, it was deemed inescapable to take stock of regional and international 
factors affecting our situation both in the short- and long-terms. The congress examined 



and deeply deplored the unholy and illegitimate alliances forged by the Eritrean dictator 
with the sole aim of prolonging his and his narrow clique’s stay in power. Among other 
worrisome actions of the one-man dictatorship that lacked transparency and went 
contrary to the best interests of the Eritrean people included the intervention in Yemen 
and the apparent lease of Eritrean territory to alien forces.  
.  
The congress also remembered with deep sorrow the tragic death in the Mediterranean 
Sea earlier on 25 July of so many children and mothers, many of the Eritrean refugees, 
and expressed its deep sadness and sent sympathies and condolence to families and 
friends of the victims.    
 
The congress found it easy to overcome seemingly difficult issues due  earnest work  
done by each side to resolve all outstanding issues prior to the start of this successful 
event.  
  
Following the adoption of both the political programme and constitution that will guide 
the unified party for the next four years, the congress also discussed and approved 
political resolutions that touched upon: 

1. The current situation in Eritrea; 
2. The urgency of joint work in the opposition camp; 
3. The new popular movement of Yiakil/Kafa/Enough! 
4. The ongoing interferences in the internal Eritrean affairs; 
5. The Eritrean refugees; 
6. The Eritrean defense forces; 
7. The hastily concluded Ethio-Eritrean peace deal; 
8. Eritrea’s Relations with the Sudan; 
9. Ramifications of the changes in Ethiopia; 
10. Human rights and other social issues affecting Eritreans. 

 
The congress made a strong call on all concerned Eritrean formations to work in unison 
towards realizing the lofty aims presented in unified EPDP’s political resolutions. 
Likewise, the congress urged each and every Eritrean political organization and civic 
movement to come out of futile bickering and related weaknesses of the past and start 
to complement each other in the struggle for creating a better common future. 
 
The congress fully recognized the failure in the past of the Eritrean political formations 
to measure up to the expectations of the people by creating a common voice in the 
struggle. As such, the congress boldly asked apologies to the Eritrean people and 
confirmed its commitment to repay this debt of the opposition camp by transforming our  
unified EPDP to an instrument of unity and common platform for effective struggle.   
 
In concluding its four-day proceedings, the congress elected in a democratic manner a 
35-person Central Council with five reserve members based on the selection process of 
leadership candidates conducted by a 9-person Nominating Committee which was on 
assignment during the past year. The election outcome relatively reflects the diversity in 
Eritrea.   



 
The unification congress is being following by a public event, the annual Eritrea Festival 
in Frankfurt. 
 
“We Struggle for Constitutional Governance, Peace, Justice and Prosperity” 
 
Eternal Memory to Eritrean Martyrs! 
 
1st of August, 2019 
 

  



EPDP Central Council Elects Tesfai 
Degiga as its New Party Chairman 

EPDP Information Office 
 
At its first meeting held within the halls of the Eritrea Festival launched on 2 August inside the 
University of Johan Wolfgang Goethe in Frankfurt,  the Central Council of the unified Eritrean 
People’s Democratic Party (EPDP), elected Mr. Tesfai Woldemichael (Degiga) as the new 
chairman. Mr. Tesfai Degiga is one of the most respected veterans of the prolonged national 
struggle for Eritrea’s liberation and democratic future. At the end of the meeting, the council 
elected the list of his 8 candidates for the new executive committee.  
 

 
Designated party chairman Tesfai Degiga and the newly adopted emblem of the unified EPDP 

 
The newly elected 35-person Central Council with five more non-voting members met Friday 
afternoon chaired by a senior party member, Mr. Woldeyesus Ammar, and elected him with 
acclamation and unlimited delight because their sole candidate for chairmanship has been  
highly reluctant to take the post for personal reasons.   
 
In his acceptance speech, the designated EPDP chairman thanked all council members for the 
trust they had in him and he in turn expected continued hard work from every party member. 

 
Newly elected Central Council at its first meeting in Frankfurt 



The Central Council itself was elected at the end of the 3rd and Unity Congress of the EPDP and 
the Eritrean National Salvation/Hidri, which was held between 29 July and 1st August in 
Wiesbaden near Frankfurt, Germany. The sister organizations agreed at the congress to 
continue calling the unified party as EPDP. 
 
Speaking at the end of the election process the outgoing chairmen of the converging 
organizations, Messrs Kiflezghi Ghebremedhin and Menghesteab Asmerom, warmly thanked the 
candidate for his acceptance of the challenging post at this critical moment in the uphill struggle 
for democratic change in Eritrea.   
 
After a few hours break in the evening, the new chairman submitted the list of his new executive 
committee and the team was acceptable to the Central Council. They are: Messrs Berhane 
Debesu, deputy party chairman in charge of Foreign Relations Office; Menghesteab Asmerom, 
head of Organizational Office; Mr. Kiflezghi Ghebrremedhin, Party Secretary;  Ms Adiam Teferra, 
head of Women’s Affairs; Yassin Osman Neberai, head of Youth Affairs; Dr. Habtemichael 
Tekle, head of Finance Office; Fessehaye Hagos, head of Social Affairs; and Debessai Beyene, 
head of Information Office.  Mr. Fitsum Isaak of Sweden was elected as the auditor general. 
  
At the end of the meeting late in the evening, the Council adopted a list of senior party cadres as 
Administrative Committee of the Chair Office. 
  
 
    
             

        

 


